Mid-Summer Update!
I hope everyone is enjoying their
summer! As my climate travels have
drawn to a close, I'm excited now to be
focusing more effort on building my
website into a valuable resource that
serves environmental activists,
educators, and others looking to tap into
important science-based information
about health, the environment, and
climate change. During the next couple
months, I'll be optimizing the efficiency
of my website for all of you, as well as adding more resources, uploading my
presentations, developing a newsletter archive, and editing and publishing more
articles, videos, and other content to continue my goal of climate education and
outreach. One such video documenting my interview with a Peruvian local is
featured below. As for the picture above? I just returned from a few days of
backpacking in the Sierras, and just wanted to share the beauty!

Video Interview:
Climate Change
in Peru
This spring, I visited
Peru, where I not only
explored the country,
but also interviewed

and surveyed the local
population about
climate change. In this
new video above, I
interview a Peruvian
mountain guide about
climate impacts in the
Andes. Glaciers are
melting, farmers are
struggling, and peoples'
livelihoods are at stake. Click here to watch the video, and please share with
others! For a written summary of climate impacts in Peru, check out this brief
report prepared by USAID.

Heatwaves Abound
This summer has brought
much of the world into
record-breaking heat. In
June, India saw one of its
longest heat waves, resulting
in over 30 deaths. In some
areas, extreme heat lasted
for over 30 days, with
temperatures in New Delhi reaching 118°F. Another city, Churu, exceeded
122°F that same month. Scientist Raghavan Krishnan of the Indian Institute of
Tropical Meteorology reported to CNN that heatwaves are becoming “more
intense” and “frequent.” To lessen the impact of the heatwaves, the National
Disaster Management Authority launched initiatives to open homeless shelters,
adjust government working hours, and paint roofs white to reduce heat retention.
These initiatives have resulted in a reduction from 2400 deaths in 2015 to 250 in
2017, and could perhaps spare more lives in the future. As the past week has
shown, elevated heat is not just in India. Much of Europe too has fallen under
harsh weather, with over 110°F temperatures causing Paris to set a new
temperature record. Nighttime minimum temperatures also reached record highs.
The situation has been compounded by the lack of AC units in many homes.
Heatwaves around the world are affecting not just people, but wildlife too.
According to a National Geographic article, eucalyptus leaves are retaining less
water due to increasing temperatures, which poses a major threat to koalas, as
these creatures depend on eucalyptus leaves for hydration.

Youth to Action!
I'd like to introduce you all to a
young, passionate environmental
leader from Claremont High School
in California. Mercer Weis
approached me at an Earth Day
Festival in LA this spring, eager to
bring about positive environmental
change through writing. He already
founded the "Voices for Change"
environmental club at his school
campus, in order to provide daily
eco-tips and useful environmental
information for the student body. Yet
still he wanted to do more. I am
excited to welcome Mercer aboard
my small volunteer team dedicated
to mobilizing environmental action
through education and outreach. I am also proud to publish his first article on my
website, which discusses U.S. mercury emissions and the need for public
oversight to safeguard important policies. Click here to read his full article, and
click here to sign the associated petition! If you or anyone you know would also
like to join our volunteer outreach team, please let me know!

Radio Interview
Earlier this month, I was interviewed on
Wake-Up Call by KKRN radio host Dr.
Doug Craig. In this 1-hour interview, we
discussed my new book Beyond Debate,
and dove into the many climate change
misconceptions that surround the topic of
climate change. These include
misconceptions about greenhouse gases,
earth's paleoclimate, carbon tax proposals,
and Scott Pruitt's infamous assertion that
CO2 can't be measured with accuracy. Click here to hear the full interview.
Doug also wrote a nice article about climate change and my book, which you can
view here.

Upcoming Climate Talks
Though I took July off from giving
public talks, I'll be kicking back into
gear starting tomorrow. So come pay
a visit in Irvine tomorrow as Climate
Reality Project hosts a great event
called "Fighting Climate Change
through Permaculture & Education."
I'll be one of two speakers. Click here
to view my full event calendar,
accompanied by date and location
details. And if you'd like to see your
group or community scheduled on
my calendar, please reply to this
newsletter and let's bring a
presentation to your neighborhood.
Only by raising awareness can we
mobilize the public to action!

To a great week ahead,
Dr. Shahir Masri
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